Global Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) Industry Outlook to 2018 - EOR Applications in Mature Oil Reserves to Drive the Industry Growth

Description: The report titled ‘Global EOR Industry Outlook to 2018 - EOR Applications in Mature Oil Reserves to Drive the Industry Growth' provides a comprehensive analysis of the EOR industry in the world covering various aspects such as market size on the basis of EOR Market Value, Oil Production from EOR and Oil Volume Potential for EOR, market segmentation by oil volume potential by regions, expected trends in the future and future projections of the Global EOR industry with key growth drivers and challenges impacting the industry. The report also provides detailed explanation of the various macro variables and industry factors impacting the growth of Global EOR industry.

Key Topics Covered In The Report

- Market Size on the basis of oil production from EOR, Oil volume potential for EOR, Market value of EOR and by potential market value in terms of oil recovery through EOR methods.
- Market Segmentation on the basis of Reserve-to-Production ratio of regions, by EOR projects in different countries and by oil volume potential for EOR by Regions.
- Future outlook and projections for Global EOR industry.
- Competitive Landscape of Major Service Providers to Global EOR industry.
- Company profile of Major Players in Global EOR industry with business overview and EOR Activities
- Growth Drivers and Challenges for Global EOR Industry in terms of historic trends and future developments.
- Snapshot of Major EOR projects in the world
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